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INTRODUCING SPY GAMES…
We are the world’s leading event and training specialist in espionage activities; spanning the globe we are passionate
about delivering high quality corporate programmes that excite and entertain.
Established in 2001, we have helped hundreds of companies with team building activities, product promotions and
corporate entertainment. Presented by highly trained professionals we bring to life the exciting world of
international espionage.

Our ethos…
…Inclusiveness

We have something for everyone, from strategic problem solving, to physical evasion activities, our programmes are specially
designed to ensure the whole team participates irrespective of gender, age, physical competency or managerial level.

… Exciting entertainment

The universal appeal of spies like Bond and Bourne can be translated into bespoke or off-the-shelf programmes that will enthral
participants, as the delve into the fascinating world of covert missions, problem solving and intrigue.

…Authentic quality

Our instructors are highly trained and create authentic scenarios for participants to enjoy seemingly real world adventure. Using
the latest equipment and gadgets we take espionage entertainment to the next level.

Talk to us, the experts, on +44 (0)3338 007 007

SPY GAMES HQ
Spy Games HQ is based on a private 36 acre site.
We have a large converted barn for our conference and reception area.
Plus lots of outside activity space, the ultimate team building site!
including…
A covered 20m air rifle range.
25m crossbow range.
Close Quarter Battle Drill area.
Urban Combat Zone.
Axe Throwing.
Lots of room for safe driving activities (or the odd Helicopter).

FREE Car Parking
FREE WIFI
FREE Tea, Coffee and Soft Drinks (for Corporate Events)

Coates Grounds, Near Singleborough, Milton Keynes

“The Enigma Project” Team Challenge
Spy Games have designed a range of original activities to provide a unique and modern approach to the development of
individuals and teams within the business environment.
We use the exciting world of international espionage and the work of Secret Agents as a theme for tailor-made events.
With groups of 5 upwards and a duration of 2 hours to 3 days, we have the experience, equipment and flexibility to create
events according to virtually any brief. This espionage theme event is designed for hotels, conference centres and meeting
venues virtually anywhere, both in the UK and worldwide.
With problem solving, skills and physical challenges available, events can contain games to cover communication, team
spirit, diversity, support, efficiency, time management, flexibility, and control and leadership. Our expert facilitators can
discuss these topics as a result of group ‘Mission analysis.’

The Enigma Project is a series of spy related missions, each around 20 minutes long, with teams starting at different

points and progressing around, thereby ensuring all players can take part in each activity. Scoring can be achieved by the
award of money, raised or earned during the event (Spy Dollars, branded as appropriate, provided by us). However, as in
the world of espionage, nothing is fair, and teams will quickly learn that there may be other means of earning their Spy
Dollars!

THE SPY HUNT
The Spy Hunt is our twist on a treasure hunt which we can start and finish at your chosen venue or location, it
works really well in city centre locations such as London, Edinburgh Cambridge & other major towns or cities
We would split your group into teams as that competitive edge always appeals to secret agents!
Armed with your mobile phone, Spy Dollars, a unique password and a mission dossier, your team will begin a series of
intelligence gathering tasks/assignments around your chosen region. It is your mission, you decide how to execute
your plan and earn your team the most Spy Dollars… Your mission will take 3 hours.
Tasks involve meeting with undercover Agents to receive further intelligence, gathering clues from static locations,
carrying out code breaking challenges to receive cash rewards and investigating local places of interest.
There will be different tasks/assignments for the teams to complete, some will involve cash rewards, and some will
involve receiving additional intelligence from agents (or are they double agents!!). Additional Spy Dollars can be
earned by producing a portfolio of photographic evidence, as requested in the teams’ confidential dossier.

Beware! Undercover surveillance operatives may be watching your every move. Time is of the essence, so ensure
you are at the RV at the specified time for the briefcase drop as there is no time for error in this spy game!

All the staff are experienced instructors, so you can be sure that you will have a fun and exciting day in a safe
environment.
Clients should wear suitable clothing and footwear for being outdoors and walking around the city. Minimal fitness is
required, and we will provide all the equipment required for the mission.

THE EVENING SPY CHALLENGE

After a gruelling day of figures, Gantt charts, targets and more targets, why not set your sights on an evening spy
challenge and some fun!
Our top Agents will meet you during pre-dinner drinks, this is where the mission unfolds. Before eating you will need to
figure out the 6-digit code necessary to complete the Briefcase Challenge.
A series of head to head, team challenges combining cerebral, observational, logistical and (for those that wish) physical
endeavour.

•Cracking open a briefcase
•Identity Parade
•Agents International
•Surveillance Quiz
•Code breaking
•Pistol Draw
Throughout the evening a number of opportunities arise to obtain the currency of the evening The Spy Dollar
Nothing is fair in the world of espionage and corruption will often triumph. Look after your money as you never know
what enemy forces are at large!!
This is a fantastic evening designed to complement your meal.
For those wishing to ‘glitz up’ the night we can add further value to your evening, please ask us to quote for:

Casino: Finish off your evening with our Casino run by professional croupiers and all the trimmings of a real ‘Casino
Royale’ night.

Bespoke Spy Dollars: Printed with your company logo or even the MD’s head!

driving experience
A fantastic fun packed event to test the driving skills of your team! Not the usual set of vehicles though, Hovercrafts,
Segways and finally Land Rovers. Land rovers may not seem unusual, but when was the last time you drove blindfolded
putting your trust in the navigator?
HOVERCRAFTS
Our 500cc 2 stroke twin carb engines make our hovercrafts some of the fastest and most powerful around. Our hovercrafts
will never struggle for lift or speed. Driving a hovercraft is unlike anything else you will experience, and you will need to
make sure that you use your body weight and lean the correct way to steer the hovercraft round the twists and turns of the
track. This activity will definitely get the teams adrenalin running! Team scores can be individual time trails or a team
relay.
SEGWAYS
A Segway is a two-wheeled self-balancing battery-operated vehicle that is wickedly enjoyable and ridiculously easy to learn
how to ride. You will surprise yourself how competent you can be in a very short space of time. All Segway activities will be
supervised at all times with a trained instructor.
Points will be given for best time around the track and any further skill tests given by your instructor.
BLINDFOLD LANDROVER CHALLENGE
How good are your communication skills? We are about to put them to the test as you direct the driver through a series of
gates... it’s your turn to be in charge and earn the trust of your partner during this challenge!
Remember there will be penalties for every cone clipped by the driver, the course will be timed, and scores added to the
team scores, could this lead to your team winning our Spy Medal?

The Diamond Heist
Your chance to play the bad guys, or girls, as you and your fellow
villains make a detailed plan to execute the perfect robbery!
Enjoy pure escapism and the chance to act as a criminal
mastermind. The excitement of raid, the tension within your gang
and the thrill of the getaway! Have you got the minerals to steal the
priceless diamonds and cash, or will you spend time behind bars?

The Diamond Heist is a team building activity where your team

role play a criminal gang. Weapons training includes “Sniper
School” where the art of the long shot will be taught, then we get up
close and personal in our “Close Quarter Battle Arena”, machine
gun training with our air-soft assault rifles, so you can perfect the
methods of room clearance and operating as a team in
open areas. Moving on to “Unarmed Combat” and “Axe Throwing”
for the silent attack, finally “Pistol Draw Techniques” will mean
your team are now ready for the raid.

The Diamond Heist team building event culminates by

assaulting the security team, where you must maintain the
momentum with a ruthlessly efficient surprise attack to grab all
the loot you can! Time is ticking before the cops arrive!
Gun fire, smoke and pyrotechnic effects add to the thrill. For an
added adrenaline we can arrange fireball explosions and helicopter
extraction giving the event the ultimate wow factor.
The activity uses a variety of replica weapons, air-soft and highpowered air rifles. There is little physical demand, although we
guarantee there’ll be high adrenaline. Participants are divided into
gangs; each gang will have a member of our Spy Games Staff to help
the getaway and supervise them.

Hostage rescue
Your ‘Special Forces’ team will be given extensive training and
the mission of rescuing a hostage held captive by a hostile group.
The team building event will include sniper shooting, close
quarter battle drills, pistol handling techniques, axe throwing and
unarmed combat skills.
The team must then plan and prepare for their operation whilst
waiting for the green light. GO! GO! GO!
Having been issued with your Special Forces kit, you will spend
‘Phase One’ of the team build learning how to handle weapons,
under the control of our expert instructors This includes “Sniper
School” where the art of the long shot will be taught, then we get
up close and personal in our “Close Quarter Battle Arena”,
machine gun training with our air-soft assault rifles, so you
can perfect the methods of room clearance and operating as a
team in open areas. Moving on to “Unarmed Combat” and “Axe
Throwing” for the silent assault, finally “Pistol Draw Techniques”
will mean your team are now ready for the rescue mission.
The hostage rescue team building event culminates by assaulting
the enemy location, where you must maintain the momentum
with a ruthlessly efficient rescue operation to release the hostage
unscathed!
Gun fire, smoke and pyrotechnic effects add to the thrill. For an
added adrenaline we can arrange fireball explosions and
helicopter extraction giving the event the ultimate wow factor.
The activity uses a variety of replica weapons, air-soft and highpowered air rifles. There is little physical demand, although we
guarantee there’ll be high adrenaline. Participants are divided
into squads; each squad will have a member of our Spy Games
Staff to help push the rescue and supervise the teams.

Product Launches
If you’re looking for unique "X Factor" launch events for new products then Spy Games have the expertise and
experience to create them.
From small low budget launch events at a discreet London venue, to an overseas movie set with helicopters, SWAT
teams and tanks!
We cherish a new brief and a new challenge to produce that WOW factor to promote your product or service in a way
never been seen before. Over the years Spy Games have created and produced some very unique launch events that
really showcase a client’s new or improved product or service. We listen carefully to our client’s objectives and ensure
their product or service is launched in an exciting and innovative way whereby the specific characteristics and/or detail
is really highlighted to the audience.
Creating a storyline and theatre around a product launch events can be a very powerful tool. By also incorporating a
unique, obscure or picturesque venue, along with pyrotechnics, we can really produce launch events where the target
audience is literally blown away!
Our skills and expertise are primarily drawn from personnel with a military or security services background but we
also incorporate expertise from the theatre, and events and film industry so launch events with a James Bond or
Bourne theme as well as stunts and various action and adventure skills is perfect for our team.
We have organised launch events for many products including an orthopaedic bed, a printer, a navigational aid, a water
pistol and a new transatlantic airline route! We relish a challenge and have worked with high profile clients who demand
a high level of professionalism and attention to detail which we pride ourselves on delivering.
We are also very aware of budget restrictions and limitations and so we work very closely with our clients to ensure we
offer value for money and work within their guidelines and budgets. Always considering and incorporating logistical
limitations and restrictions and Health & Safety.

Survival Skills
Has your team got what it takes to survive?
Can you and your team build a shelter to live outdoors, prepare and cook food on a fire or makeshift oven or even
master night-time navigation?
Spy Games have created a fantastic survival team building event which can be tailored to suit your exact
requirements. It can involve the very basics such as constructing a shelter for overhead cover, making fire, basic
first aid and then even learning how to catch your evening meal!!
The programme can either be an afternoon, full day or better still, 24 hours where you sleep out under the stars.
The survival skills team building event often starts with teams navigating their way to various checkpoints to
retrieve supplies and equipment. Next, create a camp to provide communal eating and sleeping facilities. A few
luxuries can be added such as 2 man tents or sleeping bags to make the night a bit more comfortable. You will be
shown various methods to make fire, but this is a ‘hands on’ experience so then it is over to you to nurture that
spark.
The evening meal can either be 24-hour ration packs or you can cheat a little with a BBQ or a hog roast. A few
games and drinks around the campfire is a great way to finish off the night The following morning can either
involve teams taking part in additional survival skills or various outdoor challenges such as shooting, axe
throwing, an obstacle course or building a mortar. If you prefer, you can simply have a cooked breakfast and then
make your escape.
All our instructors are experienced team building events staff, often ex-military personnel with extensive
experience in surviving in extreme conditions from Arctic to Desert or Jungle. We will tailor a survival programme
to the needs of the group and to suit your aims and objectives.

It was a fantastic day, and we can’t thank you enough for all of your
hard work in bringing together a day that was aimed at team work and
fun!
We will definitely be recommending you to the wider teams within
Virgin Media – your event was a fantastic way to allow our team to let
off steam and generally get to know their new team mates!

From my perspective, it is always a great feeling of achievement
when you organise an event of this kind to see the end result
with everyone being fully engaged and having such a good time.
I couldn’t have done it without you and the team - so thank you.
I will definitely recommend you to anybody else in the
organisation who is looking to organise a similar event and
would not hesitate to use your services again.

Thank you again for a truly wonderful day!’
Virgin Media

Mercedes-Benz

“I would go so far as to say it was probably the best training course I have ever been on. It focused
on decisions I make every day but in an alien environment which made me question every decision I
made to myself which you don’t do when faced with the same decisions you make every day in a
familiar environment. The room, people who were involved, location etc. was so realistic I really got
into the whole day. Proof of which was that I blinked and it was over! I have recommended it to
other Heads of Business and let Audi know my feelings about the day. Please pass my thanks onto
all those who took part and those behind the scenes.”
Audi
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